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L2(q) AND THE RANK TWO LIE GROUPS:
THEIR CONSTRUCTION IN LIGHT

OF KOSTANT'S CONJECTURE

MARK R. SEPANSKI

Abstract. This paper deals with certain aspects of a conjecture made by B.

Kostant in 1983 relating the Coxeter number to the occurrence of the simple

finite groups L{2, q) in simple complex Lie groups. A unified approach to

Kostant's conjecture that yields very general results for the rank two case is

presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work centers around a conjecture made by B. Kostant in 1983 in A

Tale of Two Conjugacy Classes [12]. He proposed a link between a certain

intrinsic number of a simple Lie group, called the Coxeter number, and the

occurrence of certain finite simple groups. The conjecture has fueled quite

a bit of research and turns out to have many connections to other areas of

mathematics. Although a complete statement of Kostant's conjecture may be

found in Theorem 2.1.1 in [16], let us outline the conjecture broadly in the
following paragraphs.

The finite simple groups in question are the families alternately known as

PSL(2, q) or L2(q), where q is a prime power. To recall the definition of

these groups, first write ¥q for the field of q elements and write SL(2, q) for
the set of two-by-two matrices of determinant one with entries in F? . Then

Lq(q) is defined as SL(2, q) modulo its center (which consists of ±1). These

groups are of fundamental importance in group and representation theory since

they often play the role of building blocks.
Now if we have some complex simple Lie group G, let us write h for the

Coxeter number [11]. Then, roughly, Kostant's conjecture states that when

2/z + 1 is an odd prime power, then L2(2h + 1) sits inside the Lie group.

Moreover, it sits inside the Lie group in a special way. The conjecture states

that the Lie algebra breaks up into certain "principal series" representations and

subrepresentations of L2(2h + l) depending on the exponents of G [11]. These

principal series representations will be dealt with explicitly in Section 2.

Considerable work has been done on finite subgroups of Lie groups (e.g.

Cohen and Wales in [3] and [2]) and, in particular, on Kostant's conjecture

([2], [3], [5], [10], [13], and [10] of Cohen, Griess, Kleidman, Lisser, Meurman,
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Ryba, and Wales). The conjecture is verified easily in the nonexceptional cases

by using a character table and Schur indicators (see [10] or [4]). However, the

exceptional cases are much more difficult. The following table indicates the

papers responsible for checking the conjecture in each case (note: a computer

is relied upon in many of the papers below).

G2 [13] and [2]

F4 [3]

E6 [3]

Ey [10]

This paper will examine a unified approach to the conjecture that yields very

general results in the rank two case. That the conjecture has been checked in all

cases has been noted above. However, most proofs have relied on a computer

and this was the case for E% in particular [5]. In fact, the result of ¿2(61)

sitting inside E% had been a major stumbling block in the classification of all

finite simple subgroups occurring in complex simple Lie groups (only £2(2, 29)

for Ej and ¿2(32) and Sz(S) for Es are still in doubt—see [4, Table 1]). Of
course, it is desirable to have a proof that does not need a computer.

One of the aims of my research is to provide such a proof. In fact, the hope is

to do something even stronger: begin with L2(q) and construct the correspond-

ing Lie group out of knowledge of this finite group and its representations.

As an overview, start with three pieces of data: a principal series repre-

sentation of L2(q) on a vector space V, a L2(q) invariant symmetric non-

degenerate two-form ( , ) on F,anda L2(q) invariant alternating three-form

( ,   , ) on V. With these, define a L2(q) invariant algebra structure [ , ] on

V according to the rule:

(1) (vx,v2,v3) = ([vx,v2],v3)

for vx, v2, vt, £ V. The idea is to see when V can be made into a Lie algebra

by this method, i.e., when can [ , ] satisfy the Jacobi identity. If this can

be done, then automatically L2(q) injects into the automorphism group of the

Lie algebra. For instance, if this were done in the case of E%, it would prove

Kostant's conjecture. The Central result of this paper is the following theorem

(Theorem 12.2, Corollary 13.1, and Theorem 10.1):

Theorem 1.1. For V an irreducible principal series representation of L2(q) with

q an odd prime power subject to Restriction 2.1, the above construction can make

V into a nontrivial Lie algebra if and only if q = 1, 9, or 13. Moreover, in these

cases, the resulting Lie algebra is A2, B2, and G2, respectively.

The above theorem proves Kostant's conjecture in the rank two case in a

uniform manner. In the course of the proof, certain interesting facts appear.

Chief among them is the connection between the Jacobi identity in the rank

two case and the problem of tiling the plane. It turns out that, in most cases,

the Jacobi identity forces certain integrality conditions (see Theorem 12.2) that

are equivalent to the condition of being able to tile the plane with triangles,

squares, or hexagons.
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Note: There is a glossary of notation at the end of this paper that will help

in locating definitions.

2. The ¿--basis

Throughout this paper, let q = pf be an odd prime power. The main group

under consideration will be L2(q) = PSL(2, q) = the group of 2 x 2 matrices

of determinant 1 over the field of q elements, F9, all modulo its center. Since

q is odd, we may write

(2) q = 2h+l

with h an integer. This number, h , will end up playing the role of the Coxeter

number in Lie theory.

It is well known that

( 2 - n
(3) |L2(<7)| = q[q 2     } = 2(h + \)h(2h + 1)

where \L2(q)\ is the order of the group.

The product decomposition exhibited in equation (3) corresponds to three
special subgroups of L2(q). The first, denoted by sf , consists of diagonal

matrices. It is cyclic of order h . The second, denoted by JV, consists of the

upper triangular matrices with ones on the diagonals. Its order is q = 2h + 1

and it is cyclic only if p = q. Together, these two subgroups generate a Borel

subgroup, 31, of L2(q) consisting of upper triangular matrices. The third

special subgroup, denoted ^, is cyclic of order h + 1. It is more complicated

than sf and JV and is discussed in detail in Section 2.5 of [16].

For the present, the study of 3 will be the most important task. Of course

one has

\La(q)l&\ = q + 1.

L2(q)/¿$ may be viewed as the projective line, P1 (¥q) = ¥q U {oo} . Thus if we

take a complex character n of ¿S and induce the representation up to L2(q),

we get a (q + 1)-dimensional representation. It is precisely these principal series

representations that play a central role in Kostant's conjecture. Even though

they are well understood, it will be useful for us to write then out explicitly.

Notation. To begin with, we fixa generator k for the multiplicative group F* =

F?\{0}. This generator will be fixed throughout the paper. Next fix n to be a

complex multiplicative character of F* such that n(-l) = 1 . Thus, for each

integer m where 1 < m < h , there exists such a character uniquely determined
by nm(X) = e2nimlh . The reason for choosing n to be trivial on -1 is that,

by using the obvious homomorphism from F* onto sf (with kernel {±1}),

we may view n as a character of sf . By extending n to be trivial on yV, we

may view at as a character of 3 . We will therefore view n interchangeably

as a character either of F* or of 3 as context dictates.

Now let Vn be Ind^(?)(7r), the induced representation of 7T from ¿@ to

L2(q). The notation will be simplified to just V whenever n is understood.

As in [14], we may consider V to be the set of all complex-valued functions /

on L2(q) satisfying

f(bg) = n(b)f(g)
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gU lu ,1, ^OO-.J Q

for ail b £ ¿ß and g £ L2(q). With this, we have the action gf(x) = f(xg).
The appropriate theorem regarding the nature of V is standard. For instance,

it may be found in [14, §5.4]:

Theorem 2.1. VKm is an irreducible representation of L2(q) if and only if n^ ^

1. Moreover, V%m and VUn are equivalent if and only if %m = nn or nm = n~x.

It will be useful to write out a "delta" basis for V, i.e. a basis for which each

basal element is supported on one right coset of 3§\L2(q). To this end, we

choose the following representatives for 3§\L2(q) :

1    0\ 70   -1
u    1 ) '     8o° ~ { 1     0

for u £ ¥a . The e-basis is defined by requiring that ev £ V and

&v ( Sw ) = ov > w

for all v , w £ Vx(¥q) where SVtW is 1 if v = w and 0 otherwise. These func-

tions form a basis for V. It is also well known and easily checked that L2(q)

acts on this basis as an (inverse transpose) linear fractional transformation on

P1^) with certain nonzero coefficients. This is detailed in the next theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let u £ P'(F9) and

(a   b\
*~Xc   d)£L2^q)-

Then L2(q) acts on V in the e-basis by geu = kev where v £ Fx(¥q) is

determined by
au — c

-bu + a

and k £<C* is determined by

'n(-bu + a)   ifu,v^oo,

n(l/b) ifu ^ oo but v = oo,

n(l/a) ifu, v = oo,

, n(-b) ifu = oo but v ^ oo.

Proof. Since this result is well known and just a matter of checking definitions,

we omit the details. Part of it may be found in [14]. Note only that everything

is well defined in the definition of k since ad - be = 1 .   D

It will also be useful for us to write out this action for a few elements in

L2(q) that will be particularly important to us. Namely, define

(4) "-(«A-.)'

(5) Nx ÍU),

(7, «-.(J   -
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where x £ F* and we recall that À was the fixed generator for F*. For simplic-

ity, we will refer to Nx as N and to Mx as M. The action on these elements
is given by:

Corollary 2.1. Let u£¥q. Then with the preceding notation, L2(q) acts on V
by

(1) Aeu = n(À)ejL and Ae^ = n(X x)ex ,

(2) Nxeu = n(-xu + l)e_a_ if u ^ l/x, NxeL = n(x-~x)e00, and Nxeoo =
—XU+l x

ii(-x)e=i ,

(3) Mxeu = eu-x and Mxex = e^ ,

(4) Seu = n(u)e^x and Se^ = e0.
u

Our goal in this paper will be to determine when a principal series represen-

tation can be made into a nontrivial Lie algebra by the recipe given in equation

(1). To get our desired results, we will need to place a restriction on the type

of principal series we consider or require more of Kostant's conjecture to hold
(see [16]). Specifically, we will do the first in this paper and always assume that:

Restriction 2.1. In this paper, consider only those principal series representations

VKm where it is assume that if h is even and m is odd, then nm(A) is a primitive

hth root of unity, i.e., that m and h are relatively prime.

3. The /-basis

For reasons that will become apparent later, it is convenient to introduce a

"fourier transform" of our earlier e-basis. For now, we can view it as a way of

diagonalizing the operators Mx . To this end, fix a nontrivial additive character

X of ¥q. This character will also be fixed throughout the remainder of the

paper. The next definition gives the f-basis.

Definition 3.1. For u £¥q , define

fu=J2 X(au)ea
a€F,

and let fi*, = e^ .

We will also need the following "Bessel" and "Gamma" functions since they
will come up often:

Definition 3.2. For a , j £ ¥q , let

1 .        (i \
Y^J = -zZx[^+Ja j 7t(a).

Note that r0>0 = 0.

Though we will not need any properties of the T, ; ; at this moment, we will

eventually need a few of their elementary properties. Thus we note:

Lemma 3.1. The Y¡j satisfy the following relations :

(!) r_^/ = r-;>_J-,
(2) Mj = rJ(<J

(3) Ttj = n(l/j)Yu,x for a € F, and j£¥*q,
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(4) Yij = rt(i)Yx, ¡f for i £ F* and j£¥q,
(5) rlj0r0ji = l/q. In particular, Y0tX is nonzero.

Proof. Part ( 1 ) follows by the substitution of a —> -a and the fact that n(-1 ) =

1 . Part (2) uses the behavior of the characters under conjugation and the

substitution a —» l/a. Parts (3) and (4) simply use the substitutions a —> a/j

and a —> ia, respectively. Part (5) is merely the fact that, in this case, our

definitions reduce to Gauss sums. It is a trivial calculation—see [9] or [16].   D

It is now easy to check how the /-basis behaves under the operators M, A ,

and S from equations (6), (4), and (7). In the following, recall that A is the

fixed generator of F*, it is the fixed multiplicative character of F*, x is the

fixed additive character of F„ , and the Y 's are as defined above.q

Theorem 3.1. For u £ ¥q ,

(1) Mxfu = x(xu)fu and Mxf^ = f^,
(2) Afu = n(À)fX2u and Af^ = 7r(A_1)/oo>

(3) Sfu = Eiewq(^,ufi) + foe and Sfx = } £(6F. / .

Proof. Using Theorem 2.2 and the definitions, these are all simple calcula-

tions.  For instance, to get part (3), we use the trivial observation that eu =

Ylaer 7i(~au)fa > i-e-> the "inverse fourier transform," to get:

Sfu = 5Z X(au)n(a)e_x/a + e00
ae¥'q

i

= Ö zZ Y, X(au)n(a)x(b/a)fb + e,
AeF, a€FJ

1
/  , I b,ufb + eoo-

66F,

The remaining computations are similar.   D

4.  PGL(2,q)

Since we have noted earlier that the action of L2(q) on the e-basis is basically

a linear fractional transformation action on P'(F9), it will be useful to bring

the group PGL(2, q) into the picture. The definition of PGL(2, q) is the set
of all 2x2 nonsingular matrices with entries in ¥q modulo its center. The

order of this group is

\PGL(2,q)\ = q(q2-l).

One observes that the PGL(2, q) has twice the order of L2(q). This is because

L2(q) sits inside of PGL(2, q) as a normal subgroup of index two. This can

be seen using the determinant. Now the determinant function on PGL(2, q)

is only well defined up to multiples by squares in F*, but this is enough to

pick out L2(q) inside of PGL(2, q). L2(q) can be viewed as precisely those

elements of PGL(2, q) whose determinant is of the form u2, u £ F*.

The usefulness of PGL(2, q) will arise from the fact that it acts on P'(F^)

by linear fractional transformations in a very nice way. Specifically, the Fun-

damental Theorem of Projective Geometry says that any three distinct points
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of the projective line may always be sent to any other three distinct points by a

unique element of PGL(2, q), i.e., it is sharply 3-transitive. For future use, we

give the determinant of the following specific maps (determined up to a square

in F;) :

Theorem 4.1. Let s,  t,  v  be distinct elements in ¥q.   The determinant of

the unique element in PGL(2, q) that maps the triple (1, 0, oo) to the triple

(s, t,v),  (oo, t, v),  (s, oo, /), and (s, t, oo) is, respectively, the following:

(s - t)(s - v)(t - v), (t - v), -(s - v), and (s - t).

Proof. One has only to examine the following matrices, bearing in mind that

the determinant is only defined up to a square:

f-v(s-t)    -(s-t)\        (-V    -l\
\ t(s-v)        s-v   ) '      \   t        1   ) '

(     ~v        ~l\        (s-1   °\
{-(s-v)     0 )'     {   t       l)'

5. The invariant two-form

In this section we wish to examine the nature and existence of L2(q) invari-

ant two-forms on the induced representation V. Of course, if V is irreducible,

then there is at most one (depending on whether it is self-dual or not). One way

to see abstractly there is only one invariant symmetric two-form is by using

the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry and the "linear fractional"

action of the e-basis. While this is easy, we will need an explicit description.

The /-basis provides a very nice formulation of our invariant two-form.

Theorem 5.1. For n2 nontrivial, up to a constant multiple, there exists a unique

L2(q) invariant symmetric nondegenerate two-form ( , ) on V characterized

uniquely by

(1) (/„,/_„)= l/n(u) for u£¥*q.
(2)(/o,/oc) = (/oo,/o) = r1,o.

(3) All other pairings between the f-basis are zero.

Proof. We first comment on the requirement that n2 ^ I . This will actually

be useful in the proof. However, the real reason for it lies in Theorem 2.1

which makes it the requirement for V to be irreducible. If 7r2 were trivial,

one could easily check that there would be two different invariant two-forms on

V, namely, the one above and a second one defined only on the diagonal parts

(v,v).

As already noted, there are many ways to check the existence of a nonzero

L2(q) invariant two-form. Since this is easy, we merely record that in any

character table for L2(q) (say in [14]) one may check that the characters for

V are all real valued so that V is self-dual. Let us write ( , ) for a nonzero

choice of an invariant two-form.
First, by A invariance (see Corollary 2.1) and the fact that n2 / 1, it is

easy to see that (ex, ef) = 0 for x £ Fx(¥q). Next, since the Fundamental

Theorem of Projective Geometry says that PGL(2, q) is strictly three transitive

on Vx(¥q), it is easy to see that L2(q) is two transitive. In particular, if (eo, ex)

were zero, then by invariance we would have (ex , ey ) zero for all x, y distinct
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in P1(FÎ).  But by definition, ( ,   ) is nonzero which forces (eo, ex) ^ 0 so■9

that we will be able to renormalize it below.

Now let ( , ) be the unique nonzero invariant two-form on V that we have

from the preceding paragraph. For x, y £ ¥q , let us calculate (fx, fy) using

M a invariance (see Corollary 2.1):

(fx >fy) = -z2   zZ  X(ax + by)(ea, eb)
q  a,bew9

= ~ql.zZ  X(ax + by)(eo,eb-o).
a,bçfq

Setting c = b - a yields

(fx,fy)=   ¿2  X(ax + zy + cy)(e0,ec)
a,c6F,

= ¿2 X(cy)(eo, ec) ¿2 X(a(x + y))
,gs CGF, aSF,

= QSx+y=o ¿2 X(cy)(e0, ec)
C6F,

= qôx+y=o ¿^ X(cy)(eo. ec)

e€FJ

where ¿condition is 1 or 0 depending on whether the condition is satisfied or not.

We will make use of the invariance again. For b £ F*, we know that Nbeo =

e0 and if b ^ 1, then Nbex = n(l - b)e_¡_ by Corollary 2.1. Observe that-í»+i

the values ^¿ít in P'(F?) as b varies over {b £ ¥q \ b ^ 1} is precisely F*.

Therefore {c £ ¥*} = {37^ \b ^ 1}. Thus we may continue equation (8) to

write:

(fx,fy) = qö^y    £     x(y-^\(eQ,e^_)
b€Vq,b¿\       V '

= qô-x=yY,X (z/n") {Nbe°' N"ex)n{-b + 1)_1
b¿\

= «*-*->(«>. *)E* (ïzrb)K (jh)

By setting a = yz¿ and using Definition 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 (3), we get

(fx, fy) = qo-x=y(e0, ex) V x(ya)n(a)—
agFÏ

= q1à-x=y(eo, ex)Yo,y

= q1à-x=yit(l/y)Yo,x(eo, ex).

Renormalizing (eo, ex) = ^r0,1 gives us the desired formula for (fx, fy) when

x, y £ ¥q .
Let us compute the formulas for the remaining cases, namely when x or

v are 00 . Again by A invariance, we know that (/», /») = 0. Thus it only
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remains to evaluate (/» , fx) (the calculation for (fx, fof) is similar). We shall

use techniques similar to the ones above; however, let us now use

gd - (Ï 1)
instead of Nb. This element (Theorem 2.2) satisfies g¿eo = e^ and g¿ex =

e,¡+x. This will allow us to write:

(foo ) fx) = / J X\ax){e00, ea)

a€F,

= ¿2x((d + l)x)(gdeo,gdex)
der,

= (eo,ex)x(x) 2^x(dx)
de¥q

= qàx=0(e0, ex).

By renormalizing (eo ,ex) as before, we have finished the proof. Merely recall

that r^oro.i = l/q by Lemma 3.1 (5).   D

As a result of this theorem, we get a formula for the e-basis as well.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose n2 ^ 1. Extend n to ¥q by setting at(0) = 0. Then for

u, v £¥q, the invariant symmetric two-form on V satisfies

(1) (eu,ev) = rXy0/qn(u-v),

(2) (eu,eoo) = YXt0/q,

(3) (<?oo, ^oo) = 0.

Proof. By A invariance, we have already noted that (eu, eu) = 0 for all u £

P'(F0). For x, y £ ¥q , take the "inverse fourier transform" of the e-basis to

get the /-basis and use the above theorem:

(ex ,ey) = ~2   Y,  X(~ax - by)(f" ' /*)
q

a,b€F,

1

a, b€¥'

= -Zi   ¿Z,   X(-ax - by)ôa+b=07t(ay
*1

^¿Z^(y-x))7t(l/a)
a

= -r,,_x>o = 7i(x-y)rx>0/q.

The calculations for ex are similar.   D

6. The invariant three-forms

We would like to examine the nature of L2(q) invariant alternating three-

forms on V and get an explicit description of them. In other words, using our

L2(q) invariant symmetric non-degenerate two-form to identify V with V*,

we are interested in S? V, the third exterior power of V , and its orbit structure
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under L2(q). As a first step, let us look at the action on <g>3F, the third tensor

power of V, which may be regarded as the space of all 3-forms.

If we work in the e-basis, it will be sufficient to look at the action of L2(q)

on elements of the form ex ® ey ® ez where x, y, z e P1 (¥q) since this basis

is preserved by L2(q) up to nonzero scalars (Theorem 2.2). As a second re-

finement, it is enough to look at the action of L2(q) on the L2(q) invariant

subspace of &V spanned by {ex ® ey ® ez \ x, y, z are distinct in P'(F9)} .

Let us call this subspace D <g>3 V . The reason we may restrict our attention to

D <g>3 V is because we will eventually want to apply anti-symmetrization to get

non-zero alternating three-forms.

As a next step, let us "projectivize" the action. That is, for the moment let us

ignore the (nonzero) constants of Theorem 2.2 and concentrate on the "linear

fractional" aspect of the action. Thus we look at the action of L2(q) on D ®3

Vx(¥q) = {x®y®z \x, y, z are distinct in Fx(¥q)} . The previous discussion in

Section 4 on PGL(2, q) amounts to the fact that whereas PGL(2, q) breaks

this set into a single orbit, the L2(q) action yields two orbits depending on

whether a certain determinant is a square or not in F* (Theorem 4.1). Thus

there cannot possibly be more than two independent L2(q) invariant forms

that have a hope of being alternating. Using Theorem 4.1, we see that the

determinant of the element in PGL(2, q) mapping 1 ® 0 ® — 1 to A ® 0 <g> -A

(via 1 ® 0 <g> oo) is A3, a non-square. Thus, these are representatives of the two

L2(q) orbits in D <g>3 P'(Fa).

Let us put the constants back in and look again at D <g>3 V. First we show

that the stabilizer of 1 ® 0 ® -1 and the stabilizer of X ® 0 <g> -X also fixes
ex ® e0 ® e-X and ex <g> eo ® e_x, respectively. However, both stabilizers are

trivial by the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry. Thus the orbit of
each defines an invariant 3-form. Hence we are allowed to make the following

definition.

Definition 6.1. Let ( , , )+ and ( , , )_ be the two independent L2(q)
invariant three-forms on V defined by

(1) (ex,e0,e-x)+ = 1 and (ek, e0,e^x)+ = 0,
(2) (ex, e0, e_i)_ = 0 and (ex, e0, e_A)_ = 1.

As a result of the above discussion, we see that any non-zero invariant 3-

form on V, for V irreducible, that has a possibility of being an alternating

form must be a linear combination of ( , , )+ and ( , , )_ . Since each of

these forms will be so important to us, we will give explicit descriptions of their

structure. First we make the following notational definition:

Definition 6.2. Let u £ ¥q . Define the symbol yfu  £ ¥q to be

„5      ( v   if u = v2 for some v £¥q ,

\ 0    if « is not a square in ¥q.

Note that if u ^ 0, then V" is only well defined up to ± 1. However, this

will be sufficient for our purposes.

Theorem 6.1. Let x, y, z £ ¥q . Extending n to all of ¥q by n(0) = 0, oaa^
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(1)

*(y2T(ex, ey, ez)+ = n   y/2(x - y)(x - z)(y - z)

and

(ex, ey, ef)- = n   J2P(x - y)(x - z)(y - z)

(2) (e«, , ey, ez)+ = n(yf2(y - z) ) and (ex, ey , ez)- = n(yj2k(y - z) ),

(3) (ex, e^, ez)+ = n(^-2(x- z) ) and (ex, e^, ez)- = n(^J-2l(x - z) ),

(4) (ex, ey, eoo)+ = n(^j2(x-y) ) and (ex, ey, e«,)- = n(^2k(x - y) ).

In particular, if u, v , w are not distinct, then (eu, ev , ew)+ = (eu, ev , ew)- =

0.

Proof. First observe that since 7r(±l) = 1, everything above is well defined with

respect to the symbol y7* • Now all we need to use is Theorem 4.1. Consider

(la) first. The element g' £ PGL(2, q) that takes the triple (x, y, z) to

(1,0,-1) is
,_(2    l\( z(x-y)       x-y   \

8   "VO    l)\-y(x-z)    -(x-z)J

whose determinant is d = 2(x - y)(x - z)(y - z). If d is not a square in F*,

then g' is not in L2(q) and thus the triple (x, y, z) is not in the L2(q) orbit

of ( 1, 0, -1 ) but necessarily in the (2., 0, -A) orbit. Hence by definition, if

d is not a square, (ex, ey, ez)+ = 0. On the other hand, if d is a square, then

we may consider g = -j=¿g' as element of L2(q).  Using Theorem 2.2 and
Vd

invariance of g, we write:

(ex,ey,ef) = (gex, gey, gef)

Í Vdâ\
•7i(0-2)7i I -^—— I 7t(-l)(ex, e0, e00)+

(2(x-y)(x-z)(y-z)\
= rt I-—j- I (ex, e0, e!X)+

= 7t [y/2(x - y)(x - z)(y - z)   J (ex, e0, 6^)+.

Finally, we use that (ex, e0, eoo)+ = I to finish the proof.

For (lb), make use of

„ _(2l    X\(   z(x-y) x-y    \

g   ~\0    k2)\-Xy(x-z)   -l(x-z))

which has determinant d" = 2Xi(x - y)(x - z)(y - z).   Since this and the

remaining calculations are similar, we omit them.    D

We note that had we used ( 1, 0, oo) and (A, 0, oo) as our starting points in

Definition 6.1 instead of (1,0,-1) and (A, 0, -X), the "2's" and "3" would
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have not appeared in the formulas in Theorem 6.1 above. However, we have

chosen (1,0,-1) and (A, 0, -A) since it will make the formulas a bit more

symmetrical for the /-basis (below) which will be much more important to

us. A more fundamental problem with the above formulas for the e-basis is

the presence of the ^/x . It is very difficult to proceed when one is constantly

being concerned with whether or not an object is a square in the field or not.

The formulas we present next for the /-basis, while not as pretty as those for

the e-basis, nevertheless avoid talking about things such as yfx  .

Theorem 6.2. Let x, y £ ¥q . Then

(1)
iff f \
\fx > f-x—y , fy) +

Y        X (  , X us -   <y  u^ *(a(a - b)(a + b)Y
,   „M ^    \a(a - b)     a(a + b)J2

a,b€Fq,a¿0,±b

(2)

(fx ) f-x—y , Jy) —

q_

2
,, a ;¿0, ±Aè

(3) (/oc , fox, fx)+ = § £       x(f%)n(2a)

a,befq,a¿0,±Xb

-1

(4) (/oo , f-x, fx)- = f Efl6F; X(fà)n(2k2a)-X,

(j)   (/oo J f—x , fx)± = (fx ) 7oo > f—x)± = (J—x > fx i foo)± ■

(6) All other pairings in the f-basis are zero.

Proof. We shall make use of the matrices Mu (equation (6)) and the matrices

*«■* = (!! a-0-
Using Mu invariance in the second line, we calculate:

(fx,fz,fy)+=    ¿2    X(ax + cz + by)(ea,ec,eb)+
a,b,c€Fq

=    ¿2    x(ax + cz + by)(ea-c,eo,eb_c)+

(9) -.*.««.
=     Y2,     X(a'x + b'y + c(x + y + z))(eai ,e0, eb,)+

a' ,b' ,c€¥q

= qôx+y+z=o   ¿2   X(ax + hy)(e* ' eo > eb)+-
a, b€¥q

It is clear that (1,0,-1) and (a, 0, b) are in the same L2(q) orbit if and

only if (a, 0, b) is of the form #(1,0,-1) for some g £ L2(q). Since
(ea, eo, eb)+ vanishes unless (a, 0, b) is in the ( 1, 0, -1) orbit, we may omit

the terms not of the form g(ex, 0, e_i)C* in equation (9). Note that by The-

orem 2.2, the only g £ L2(q) that preserve the element 0 e P'(F0) are of the

form ga b for a, b £ ¥q , a ± 0. Explicitly, the action is given by

gayb(ex,e0,e-x) = n(a - b)n(a)n(a + b) (ea-±,e0, «?_„-> ).
\    a-b TÇT J
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For this to be of the form (ec, 0, ed)C* for c, d £ ¥q, we only need that

a(a2-b2) t¿ 0. Using this formula and the FT of Projective Geometry, it is clear

that {gatb(l, 0, —1) |a, b £¥q, a(a2 - b2) ¿0} is equal to {(a, 0, b) \a, b £
¥q,(a,6, b) £ L2(q)(l, 0,-1)}. It is also clear that the map (a, b) -*
ga,è( 1,0,-1) is 2-to-l since only gaJj = g_a^b in L2(q). Putting this
together in equation (9), dropping terms that are zero, and using invariance, we

continue:

(fx , fz, fy)+= 2¿x+y+z=0 ¿2 X{ fffL\~l ~ ff+~b )
a,b€Wq,a(a2-b2)¿0      V

• ga,b(e\, eo, e-x)+7i(a(a2 - b2))~x.

Definition 6.1 finishes (1).
For (2), there are similar arguments; however, terms will be nonzero if and

only if they are in the (A, 0, -A) orbit. Since these and the remaining calcula-

tions contain nothing new, they are omitted.   □

To make a simple observation that will be useful later, let us introduce the

following notation.

Definition 6.3. Let x £ ¥x(¥q). Define the symbol \x\ by

X     if X ^ 00 ,
\x\= .

0    if x — oo.

Then we may note that Theorem 6.2 tells us that

(10) (fx,fy,fz)± = 0     if|x| + |y| + |z|^0.

The following theorem gives some useful elementary properties of our invari-

ant 3-forms.

Theorem 6.3. Let x, y, c £ ¥q , c^O. Then

(1) (fx , f-x-y , fy)~ = (fix , Á(-x-y) , fky)+ >
(2) (/oo , f-x , fx)- = (foe , f-Vx , fk}x)+ •

(3) (fx , f-x-y , fy)± = (f-y , fx+y , f-x)± >
(4) (fc2x , U(-x-y) > Uy)± = (fx , f-x-y , fy)±^(c)~3 ,
(5) (/oo , f-c*x , fc2x)± = (/oo , f-x , fx)±n(c) .

Proof. To get (1), use the substitution b -> b'/X in Theorem 6.2 (2) above. (2)

follows from (4) of the above theorem by b —> b'/X2 . (3) follows from (1) of
the above theorem and (2) by b —» —V . (4) and (5) follow by A invariance

and Theorem 3.1.   D

Next we wish to see if these forms can be fitted together to make alter-

nating forms. To do this, first consider a,b,c £ Fx(¥q), distinct, and o

a permutation of a,b,c. Observe that, by Theorem 4.1, the element in

PGL(2, q) mapping (a, b, c) (via (1, 0, oo)) to (aa, ob, oc) has a -1 en-

tering into the determinant for each transposition. This implies that the map

go ,a,b,c £ PGL(2, q) taking the triple (a, b, c) to o(a, b, c) = (oa, ab, oc)

has determinant sgn(a).
Let us now work in the e-basis for V. By definition and by the discus-

sion so far, we know that if (ea, eb, ec)±  is nonzero, then o(ea, eb, ec)± =
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(^aa , eab, ^ac)± is nonzero if and only if (a, b, c) and a(a, b, c) are in the

same L2(q) orbit, that is, if and only if sgn(cr) is a square in F*.

Say that sgn(cr) is a square. Then we claim that, actually, o(ea, eb, ec)± =

7i(y/sgn(o))(ea , eb, ec)± . First observe that it is sufficient to check this state-

ment for any particular (a0, bo, c<j) in the L2(q) orbit. It will be easiest if

we choose (ao, bo, Co) = (1, 0, oo) and use Theorem 6.3 to extend the results

from ( , , )+ to ( , , )_ (or vice versa depending what orbit (1,0, oo) is

in). However, this case is easily checked using Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 2.2.

This allows us to prove (recalling h from equation (2) and that A is the fixed

generator for F*) :

Theorem 6.4. Using the symbol F*2 to denote the set of squares in ¥* and

recalling the notation from Section 2 so that n(X) = e2n,mlh , then the alternating

invariant 3-forms ( ,   ,  ) on V are described explicitly as follows :

(1) If -I £ F*2 (i.e., h is even) and m is odd, then there are precisely two

linearly independent invariant alternating 3-forms. They are of the form

c+( , , )+ + c_(, , )_

for any c+, c- £ C. If m is even, there are no invariant alternating 3-forms.
(2) If -l g F*2 (i.e., h is odd), then, there is only one invariant alternating

3-form up to scalar multiplication. It is of the form

c+( ,   ,  )+ + c-( ,   ,  )_

for any c+ £ C with c_ = -c+n(,f-l/X)~3.

Proof. Let us recall the result of our above discussion. With the same notation

as above so that a permutation o acts by a(ea, eb , ec) = (eaa, eab, eac), we

derived:

(11) o(ea,eb, ec)± = n(yfsgn(o) )(ea, eb, ec)±.

In case ( 1 ) of the theorem, we see that equation (11) implies that both the

" + " form and the " - " form are already alternating if m is odd since then

7r(\/-T) = -1 • If m is even, no linear combination is ever alternating since

7t(y/~-[) = 1. By our discussion at the beginning of this section, we are done.

Consider case (2) above. By equation (11), we see that if sgn(cr) = 1, we

already have a(ea, eb, ec)± = s%n(o)(ea , eb, ec)± . Thus to see how to combine

things in order to get an alternating form, it is sufficient to consider the case

where sgn(<r) = -1. Therefore it is enough to assume that o is a transposi-

tion. Since we will see that all the calculations are similar, let us just do the

calculations for the fixed permutation o where a(a, b, c) = (b, a, c).

For a, b, c £¥q and c+, c- € C, consider the form ( , , ) = c+( , , )+ +

c-( , , )- . It will be convenient to work in the /-basis to find out what

restrictions on c+ and c_ are needed to make the form alternating. Also let

x £¥* so that x2X = -1, that is, x2 = -1/A (since -1 g F*2). Making much
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use of Theorem 6.3 (1), (3), and (4) and equation (11), we calculate:

0(fa,fb,fc) = (faa,fab,fac)

= (fb , fa , fc)

= C+(fb , fa , fc)+ + C-(fb , fa , fc)-

- C+(f-c , f-a , f-b) + + C-(f-c , f-a , f-b)-

= c+(fx2kc , fx2Xa > fx2kb)+ + c-(fx2kc > fx2ka > fx2kb)-

= c+(fx2c , fx2a , fx2b)~ + c-(fx2k2c > fx2k2a > fx2k2b) +

= C+(fc , fa , fb)-n(x)-3 + C-Cfc , fa , fb)+7t(Xx)-3

= C+(fa , fb , fc)-7l(x)-3 + C-(fa , fb , /c) + ̂ (Ax)-3.

For ( , , ) to be alternating, we need o(fa , fb, fc) = -(/,, fb, fc). By the

above calculations, this is true if and only if c+/%(xf = —c_ and c-/n(Xx)} =

-c+ . In fact, these two conditions are equivalent. To see this, observe that the

second equation gives c_ = -c+7r(Ax)3. But since x2 = -l/X, we have (Xxf =

X3x6/x3 = x~3X3(x2)3 = x~3. Thus the two requirements are equivalent. If

one of the a, b, c are oo , it is easy to check that the same result appears.   D

We record for future use an immediate consequence of this theorem in three

cases:

Corollary 6.1. Up to scalar multiplication, there is one L2(q) invariant alternat-

ing 3-form on V for q = 1 and two independent L2(q) invariant alternating

3-forms on V for q = 9 or 13.

7. The algebra structure

Now that we have detailed information on L2(q) invariant alternating 3-

forms and nondegenerate symmetric 2-forms, we are in a position to define an

invariant skew-symmetric algebra structure, [ , ], on V. To do this, first fix

( , ), the unique 2-form from Theorem 5.1, and ( , , ), any nonzero invariant

alternating 3-form.

Definition 7.1. Given the fixed 2-form and 3-form above, let [ , ] : V x V —> V

be the nonzero L2(q) invariant skew-symmetric algebra structure on V defined
by

(vx, V2, Vf) = ([vx, v2], v3)

for all vx, v2, i>3 £ V. Note that [ ,  ] depends on our choice of the 3-form

( ,   ,  )•

It is very useful to compute explicitly what this algebra structure looks like.

It is particularly nice in the /-basis as the next theorem demonstrates.

Theorem 7.1. Let ( , , ) be a nonzero L2(q) invariant alternating 3-form and

write [ ,  ] for the corresponding algebra structure on V. For p, q £ ¥*,

(1) Up , fa] = (fq , f-q-p , fpMp + q)fp+q   if P + q # 0,
(2) [f0,fq] = (fq,f-q,f0)n(q)fq,
(3) [/oo , fq] = (fq , f-q , foo)n(q)f0 ,
(4) [To, Too] = 0,
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(5) Up , f-p] = (f-p , /oc , fp)/Tx ,0/0 + (f-P, /o, /,)/Ti ,0/00 •

Proo/ This follows easily by Definition 7.1, Theorem 5.1, and equation (10).

For instance, let us check (1). First of all, we may write [fp, fq] = Z7eP'(F ) Crfr

for some constants cr £ C. Then applying (•,/), 5 £ ¥q , to both sides gives

1

(fp , 7a , Is) — C-j
7C(S)

Thus C-s = 7i(s)(fq , fs, fp) (by equation (11)). In particular, we have c-s = 0

unless s = -p-q which gives the stated result. The other cases are similar.   □

Of course this algebra structure on V will be a Lie algebra if and only if it

satisfies the Jacobi identity

(12) [[vx, v2], V}] + [[v3 ,vx],v2] + [[v2, v3], v\] - 0

for all vx, v2, vy £ V . As a corollary of the above work, we get an expression

for the Jacobi identity in terms of the 3-form. Part (3) below will be very useful

later in the paper.

Corollary 7.1. Let p, q, r e F* and s = -(p + q + r). Then the 3-form ( , , )

makes V into a Lie algebra if and only only if the following three conditions

hold:
(1) When none of the subscripts are zero, one must have

Up > f-p-q , fq)(jr , Jp+q , fs)   .   (jr , f-r-p , fp)(jq , Jr+p , fs)

(Jp+q , f-p-q) (jr+p , f-r-p)

,   Uq , f-q-r , Jr)(fp , fq+r , 7s)  _ n

(fq+r , f-q-r)

(2) When none of the subscripts are zero, one must have

(fp , f-p , fo)(fq , f-q , Zoo) + (fp , j-p , foo)(fq , f-q , 70)
(7u, /oo)

,    (7a , f-p-q > fp)    _ Uq , 7p-a , J-p)     _ q

(fp+q, f-p-q) Up-q > f-p+q)

(3) Let D £ {0, oo} . When none of the subscripts are zero, one must have

¡f      r f \ (     Up+q , f-p-q > Tb)        (fq , f-q , Tb)    .    Up , J-p , 7o) \  _ ç)
Up , f-p-q , fq) y {fp+q ■ ̂^       +       {fq ■ A)        +        (/p ; A)        I  - U.

Proof. The proof of this is just a straightforward application of the various

cases of Theorem 7.1 applied to equation (12). We omit the details as they are

trivial and not very enlightening.    D

8. The four-form

We have seen that any L2(q) invariant alternating 3-form gives rise to an

algebra structure. Since we will be concerned with the veracity of the Jacobi

identity, let us make the following definition.
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Definition 8.1. Let x,y ,z,w £ V. Given a nonzero L2(q) invariant alter-

nating 3-form and the corresponding algebra structure [ ,  ], define a 4-form

( ,   ,   ,  ) on V by

(x,y, z,w) = ([[x, y], z] + [[y, z], x] + [[z,x],y],w)

where ( , ) is the fixed 2-form. Note that ( ,   ,   ,  ) depends on [ , ] which

in turn depends on the 3-form.

Theorem 8.1. The above 4-form is a L2(q)  invariant alternating form on V.

Moreover, it is identically zero if and only if V is a Lie algebra under [ , ].

Proof. That the 4-form is invariant is obvious from the invariance of ( , ) and

[ , ]. The fact that it is alternating follows from

(x,y, z,w) = ([[x, y], z] + [[y, z], x] + [[z,x],y],w)

= ([x, y], z, w) + ([y, z], x, w) + ([z, x], y, w)

= (z,w,[x,y]) + (x,w,[y, z]) + (y,w,[z,x])

= ([z, w], [x, y]) + ([x, w], [y, z]) + ([y,w],[z, x]).

The statement about being a Lie algebra is clear since ( , ) is nondegenerate and

it is precisely the Jacobi identity that appears in the definition of the 4-form.   D

We record a simple calculation for future use.

Theorem 8.2. Up to scalar multiplication, there are no L2(q) invariant alternat-

ing 4-forms on V for q = 1 and one L2(q) invariant alternating 4-form on V

for q = 9 or 13.

Proof. It is possible to give explicit expression for these 4-forms just as we did

for the 3-forms earlier. However, since we will only need results for q = 7, 9,

and 13 and then only of a quantitative nature, we simply calculate the number

of times the trivial representation of L2(q) occurs in /\4 V . Here we recall that

if p is a character of a finite group, then the character of the fourth exterior

power of p evaluated on some g £ L2(q) is given by

a *ßfg) = ß(g)4 - 6ß(g)2ß(g2) + Sß(g3)ß(g) + Mg2)2 - Wg4)

Using a character table for L2(q) [6], the calculations needed to apply the Schur

orthogonality relations to the theorem are easy and omitted.   D

9. The Clifford algebra

It turns out that the 4-form has a nice connection to Clifford algebras which

we develop in this section. First recall some notation from exterior algebras.

Let W be a finite dimensional vector space over C equipped with a non-

degenerate symmetric two-form ( , ). Then one may extend ( , ) to all of

A W by requiring (Ak W, /\' W) = 0 if k / / and letting

(wx A • • • A wk , w[ A ■ ■ ■ A w'k) =■ det[(AAj,-, w'f]

for all Wi, w'■ £ W.
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There are also two standard maps of A ^ that wm be useful. Fix w £ W.

The first map is e(w) : A'W -> A'+1 W defined by

e(w)u = w A u

for all u £ f\W. Clearly s(w)2 = 0. The second map is i(w) : A' W —>

A'-1 W by setting i(w) = e(w)', the transpose. Thus it is clear that i(¿íj)2 = 0

also. It is well known that there is an explicit formula for i(w) given by

k

i(w)(wx A • • • A wk) = ^(-l)'+1(u;, Wj)wx A • • • A Wi A • • • A wk

i=\

where the w¡ means to omit the w¡ term.

To prepare our coming connection with Clifford algebras, we define the op-

erator Lw : A W -* A W by

Lw = e(w) + i(w).

It is classical that

(13) L2w = (w,w)l.

(This follows from the easily checked equation i(w)s(w) + s(w)i(w) =

(w, w)l.)

Let 0 W be the tensor algebra of W. Then recall that the Clifford algebra,
C(fP),isjust

C(W) = (g) W/((w ®w-(w, w))).

Now there is an interesting bijective map of C(W) onto /\W. To see this,

first observe that there is a map í> : W —> End(A w) by Q> : w -> Lw . This

naturally extends to a map of the same name 0 : (g) W —> End(A W). Equation

(13) then tells us that the map <P descends to the quotient <D : C(W) -*

End(A W). At last, define *¥ : C(W) -» A W by

¥(x) = ®(x)(l).

Explicitly, let w¡ £ W and consider elements of the form wx, ... , wk £

W c C(W). One easily checks that

^(Wi) = (e(wx) + i(wx))l =wx

and

(14) *¥(wxw2) = (e(wx) + i(wx))w2 = wxAw2 + (wx, wx)l

and, in general,

(15) y¥(wx ■■■wk) = wx A--- Awk + ^2 terms in /\       W.
i>0

k-2i ___

With this, we may now state a well-known bijection of C(W) and A W.

This material may be found in many places, e.g., [1, Chapter 1, §6].
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Theorem 9.1. With the above definitions,

V:C(W)^ /\W

is a C-linear one-to-one onto map. Thus, Clifford multiplication induces a second

algebra structure on f\W. This new multiplication will be denoted by placing
two elements of f\W next to each other (i.e. with no A in between).

We observe by equation ( 14) that, for w¡ £ Ax W, the new "Clifford" mul-

tiplication in A ^ is

wxw2 = wxAw2 + (wx, wf)l.

We also observe by the same source that if Wi,..., ma* are mutually orthogonal

with respect to the two-form ( ,  ), then

WX ■■■ Wk = WX A ■■ ■ AWk.

It will be useful to have a more general formula for this new multiplication.

For our purposes, this will be provided by

Theorem 9.2. Let x¡ be a basis for A ^ and let y¡ be its dual basis, that is,

(Xj ,yf = ôjj. Then for any u, v £ A W, Clifford multiplication is given by

2<iim(W)

uv =  ^2 i(Xi)uAi(y¡)v.
i=i

Proof. This is a simple matter of checking the result in one particularly nice

basis and then using the trick of universality of the tensor product space to show

independence of basis. The proof, due to Kostant, may be found in [15].   D

Corollary 9.1. With the above notation,

u2 = ^2 i(x¡)u A i(y¡)u.
i

Let us return to our original concern where V is the induced L2(q) mod-

ule, ( , ) is our invariant symmetric nondegenerate 2-form, ( , , ) is a fixed
nonzero invariant alternating 3-form, and ( , , , ) is the corresponding in-

variant alternating 4-form measuring the failure of the Jacobi identity. We may

view ( , , ) and ( , , , ) to be elements of A3 V ana A4 V > respectively,

by our 2-form. The remarkable observation of Kostant is that the relation of

the 4-form to the 3-form is encapsulated by Clifford multiplication in A V ■

Theorem 9.3 (Kostant). Viewing ( , , ) and ( , , , ) as elements in A3 V

and A4 V, respectively, and using Clifford multiplication,

( ,   ,  )2 = 2( ,   ,   ,  ) + a degree zero term.

Proof. A priori, the Clifford product of two elements in /\ F would have

components in degrees 6, 4, 2, and 0 by equation (15). Let us first check

that Clifford squaring of an element x £ A3 V results in only degree 4 and

0 terms. To do this, recall the algebra anti-automorphism of ® V defined by

(vx®. ■ -<8>vk)* = vk<&- ■ -®vx. This anti-automorphism descends compatibly with

¥ to both C( V) and A v ■ we observe that "*" reduces to +1 in degrees 0 and
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4 of f\V while it reduces to -1 in degrees 2, 3, and 6. However, this implies

that, on the Clifford square of a degree 3 object, "*" acts by (—1)(—1) = +1.

Hence, "*" must act by +1 on each of the components. Thus there are no

degree 2 or 6 terms.

We can now make use of Theorem 9.2. First recall that our 2-form ( , )

on V extends to all of f\V as described above. By viewing ( , , ) and

( , , , ) to be in A V, we mean that we identify them with elements cp-%,

and g>4 in A3 V and A4 V , respectively, such that for v, £ V , (vx, v2, vf) =

(cpi, «i A «2 A vf) and (vx ,v2,v-$, vf) = (cp4, Vi A V2 A «3 A vf). To show

that the degree 4 component of <p2 is 2cp4, it will be sufficient to show that

(<p\, v, A v2 A a;3 A vf) = 2(vx ,v2,vi, vf).
Choose Xj to be a basis of homogeneous elements in A V ana y i to be the

corresponding (homogeneous) dual basis so that deg(x,-) = deg(y,). We know

by Corollary 9.1 that

¥Í = J2i(Xi)93Ai(yi)<p3.
1

By the fact that cp3 is degree three and by the degree lowering nature of 1, x\

and y i can contribute nontrivially to the fourth degree component of cp\ only

for Xj of degrees 0, 1, or 2 and y, of degrees 2, 1, or 0, respectively. But since

Xi and y i have the same degree, we only need to consider the above sum for

x,■, y 1£ A2 V. Hence, we have

(16)        (cp\,vxA---Avfj=      Yl     (i(Xi)g>3Ai(yi)ç3,vx A--- Av4).
i,deg{x,)=2

Of course, i(Xj)tpi and t(yt)cp-i are in A ^ • We wish to "rewrite" the above

determinant. Let a¡■ £ V . By definition, one has

(ax A ■ ■ ■ A a4, vx A ■ ■ ■ A vA) = Y2 sgn((T)(fli, va{x)) ■ ■ ■ (a4, va{4))

and
(ax Aa2,vxAv2)= ^2 sgn(cr)(<2i, va{x))(a2, va(2)).

oes2

Combining these, one can check that the following sum over ( 2 J = 6 permu-

tations holds:

(ax A ■ ■ ■ A a4, vx A ■ ■ ■ A vf)

= Y2 (ax Aa2,ViAvj)(a3Aa4,vkAvi).

{i,j,k,¡}={l,2,3,4},i<j,k<l

Applying this to equation (16), we may now write

(cp\, VXA---VA)

(17) = Y2 Y2    (l(x<)<P3,vPAvq)(i(yi)tpi,vrAvs).
{p, a, r, s} = { 1,2, 3,4} j, deg(x,)=2

p<q ,r>s

Using i(v)' and (ç>3, vx A v2 A vf¡ = (vx, v2, vf) = ([vx, v2], vf , we have

(i(v)cp}, vx A vf) = (cpi, v A vx A vf)

= ([v,vx],v2).
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Putting this in equation (17), we get (using the nature of the dual basis)

(<pj,vx A---AtA4)=   5^   ^2([Xi,Vp],vg)([yi,vr],vs)
p,q ,r,s    /

=     5Z     ̂ 2([vP>vq]>Xj)([Vr,Vs],yj)
P,9 ,r,s    i

p,q,r,s    i

=     J2    ([«/»> U9l« ["r, «,])
p,q,r,s

=      J2    ([lVr,Vs],Vp],Vq).
p,q,r,i

Writing out explicitly the 6 terms of {{/7, <7, r, s} = {1, 2, 3, 4} , p < q, r >
s} and rearranging, one sees that we get precisely the desired result.   □

Corollary 9.2. There exists a second degree homogeneous polynomial map from

L2(q) invariant alternating 3-forms on V to invariant alternating 4-forms that

takes any such 3-form to its corresponding 4-form.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the above theorem and the nature
of Clifford multiplication.    D

10. Existence for rank 2

Using the results from our Clifford structure, we can now show that, for

q = 7,9, and 13, one may choose an appropriate 3-form on V so that the

induced algebra structure yields a Lie algebra. Of course in these cases it is

clear that dim(F) = 8, 10, and 14, respectively. We will later see that the

Lie algebras obtained in this way are the simple rank two Lie algebras A2, B2,

and G2, respectively. Thus in these cases, knowledge of L2(q) determines the

entire Lie algebra which in turn determines the adjoint Lie groups in which

L2(q) lies.

Theorem 10.1. For q = 1,9, and 13, there exist nonzero L2(q) invariant al-

ternating 3-forms on V making V into a Lie algebra under the corresponding
bracket structure.

Proof. Since vanishing of the corresponding 4-form is equivalent to the Jacobi

identity, it suffices to show that there always exist nonzero 3-forms whose 4-

forms vanish. By Corollary 6.1 and Theorem 8.2, we already know that for

q = 1, 9, and 13 there is always one more L2(q) invariant alternating 3-form

on V than there are invariant alternating 4-forms. In particular, for q = 7 we

are done since there are no 4-forms. However, for q = 9, 13 there is a 4-form.

But by Corollary 9.2, we have a homogeneous polynomial map taking 3-forms

to 4-forms. Thus by choosing a basis, we have a map C2 -> C of the form

ax2 + bxy + cy2 . But by the quadratic formula this always has a nontrivial zero

so we are done.   D

Using a character table ([6], [7]), let us work backwards and make some

general remarks about the groups in the cases of q = 7, 9, 13, and 5:
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¿2(7) has exactly two 3 dimensional irreducible representations. This gives

two nonisomorphic injections of L2(l) into SL(3, C). One may arrange things

so that the outer automorphism of ¿2(7) corresponds to an outer automor-

phism of SX (3, C) which interchanges the two nonisomorphic representations

of ¿2 (7). Of course, this outer automorphism is a Lie algebra automorphism of

SL(3, C) even though it is not an intertwining operator for L2(l). Next note

that L2(l) has only one irreducible 8 dimensional representation. In fact, one

may readily see that it is obtained by composing either of the two 3-dimensional

representations with Ad and letting ¿2(7) act on sl(3, C). The intertwining

operator for these two equivalent representations may be obtained by conjugat-

ing by the outer automorphism of SL(3, C). This is now simultaneously a Lie

algebra automorphism and intertwining operator for L2(l). This must be the

case since there is only one invariant alternating three-form up to scalar multi-

plication (Corollary 6.1) so that there is only one invariant Lie algebra structure

up to automorphisms. This will be reflected in Figures 1 and 2 in later sections

which will show that the possible Lie algebras differ by an outer automorphism.

¿2(9) has exactly two 5 dimensional irreducible representations. The Schur

indicator of each is +1 so that ¿2 (9) embeds into S 0(5, C). We note, how-

ever, that £2(9) aoes n°t have any four dimensional representations so that it

does not sit in the simply connected covering of SO(5, C), Spin5(C) = Sp4(C)

(even though SL(2, 9) does have four dimensional representations, these do

not descend to PSL(2, 9) = L2(9)). Regardless, we still have two embeddings

of ¿2(9) into SO(5, C). Unlike the above case for q = 1, these two embed-

dings are not related by an outer automorphism. Next note that L2(9) has only

one irreducible 10 dimensional representation. It is easily checked that either

of the 5 dimensional representations composed with Ad yields the 10 dimen-
sional one. Thus there will be a L2(9) intertwining operator. However, there is

no reason to suppose that this map will be a Lie algebra automorphism as was

the case for q = 1. This makes perfect sense since we have seen in Corollary

6.1 that, up to scalar multiplication, there are two invariant 3-forms. By the

quadratic nature of Corollary 9.2, one would expect there to be two different

ways of making V into a Lie algebra under L2(9). We will actually see that

this is the case later on. It will be reflected in Figures 3 and 4.

¿2(13) also has exactly two 7 dimensional irreducible representations. The

Schur indicator of each is also +1 so that we have an embedding into SO(l, C).

In fact, we will later see that ¿2(13) actually lies inside of G2 inside of

5*0(7, C). These two inequivalent 7 dimensional representations also cannot

be related by an outer automorphism of G2 as was the case for q = 1. Compo-

sition of either with Ad will yield a 14 dimensional representation. One may

check that both 7 dimensional representations give the same 14 dimensional

representation (in fact, in the notation of [6], X9 by either Theorem 6.4 (1) or

[16]). Just as with q = 9 above, one expects that there are two ways of making

V into a Lie algebra under G2. Even though there is a ¿2(13) intertwining

operator, it need not be a Lie algebra automorphism. This will be reflected in

Figures 5 and 6 in later sections.

Let us also make a few comments about q = 5. For this value of q , Theorem

2.1 tells us that the only principal series representation of ¿2(5) is reducible.

This 6 dimensional representation breaks up into two (nonisomorphic) 3 di-

mensional representations. In fact, it is easy to see that each of these 3 dimen-
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sional spaces becomes (by analogous techniques) the Lie algebra sl(2, C). Thus

one can check that we have ¿2(5) injecting to the adjoint group PSL(2, C).

However, ¿2(5) has no two dimensional representations so it does not sit in

SL(2,C).

1 1.  A FAMILY OF SUBALGEBRAS

A fundamental step in understanding the nature of semisimple Lie algebras

is examining the various sl(2, C)'s that naturally embed in the semisimple Lie

algebra. This will be important for our study. As usual, fix an alternating, L2(q)

invariant, nonzero 3-form on V so that we have [ , ] as the corresponding

algebra structure. We have already seen in Theorem 7.1 that the subalgebra

spanned by the vectors To and /» "wants" to be a rank two torus of V with

root vectors fp , p £¥*. Because of this, it is natural to consider the following

analogues of sl(2, C).

Definition 11.1. Given an alternating, L2(q) invariant, nonzero 3-form on V,

let Qp be the subspace of V defined by

8p = span{/,, fop , [fp , fop]}
for each p £ ¥*. Note that qp = Qq if and only if p = ±q .

Define the number dp £ C by

af      f \t f    f      f \p , J-p> Jojyjp , J-p , joo)
Vio; up = -j-,.—.        .—-jr--.

Up, J-p)U0, Joo)

Observe that dp is nonzero if and only if both terms in the numerator are

nonzero.

Within Qp , single out the following elements:

xp = fp,    yP = f-p ,

u   — \ f    f   i — Up ' 7-p ' 7oo ) f  ,  Up, J-p, 7o) f
np — Up , J-pl — /f      r   \       yO"T        ,r      r   \      Joe

1/0, /oo) I/O, /oo)

Theorem 11.1. Gav^aa the above notation, one has

[xP , yP] = hp ,     [hp, Xp] = 2dpXp,    [hp , yp] = -2dpyp.

In particular, qp is a Lie algebra.

Moreover, if dp ^ 0, then hp ^ 0. Thus by replacing yp and hp by yp/dp
and hp/dp, respectively, we see that gp is isomorphic to the three dimensional

Lie algebra s 1(2, C).
Consider what happens when dp = 0 (see equation (18)). In the case where

only one term in the numerator of dp is zero, then hp / 0 and &p is still

a three dimensional algebra ; however, hp is in the center of qp . Thus qp is

isomorphic to the three dimensional Heisenberg Lie algebra. In the case where

both terms in the numerator of dp are zero, we see that hp = 0 and so qp is the

two-dimensional Abelian Lie algebra.
Note that even without V necessarily being a Lie algebra with respect to [ , ],

Qp is always a Lie algebra.

Proof. This follows simply from the definitions and Theorem 7.1.   D

The next goal is to show that if V is both irreducible and a Lie algebra under

[ , ], then each qp is forced to be isomorphic to sl(2, C). We will need the

following results.
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Lemma 11.1. Suppose that %2 ̂  1 and let ( , , ) be as above. If (v , v', v") =

0 for ail v' ,v" £ V, then v = 0.

Proof. Since ( , , ) is L2(q) invariant and since V is an irreducible repre-

sentation of L2(q) (Theorem 2.1), v ± 0 implies that (V, v', v") = 0 which

implies that ( , , ) = 0. However, this contradicts the choice of the nonzero

3-form.   D

For the next theorem, recall Definition 6.3 for the symbol \x\.

Theorem 11.2. For n2 ^ 1 and the above notation, the center of V is trivial.

In particular, for r £Fx(¥q), (fr, fs, fq) cannot be zero for all q, s £ P1 (¥q)

where \r\ + \s\ + \q\ = 0.

Proof. The first part comes from Lemma 11.1, the definition of ( , , ) =

([ , ], ), and the nondegeneracy of ( , ). The second part follows by Theorem

7.1.    D

Recall Theorem 11.1 and suppose that for some p one has (fp, fop , To) = 0

or (fp , fop , /oo) = 0 . In other words, suppose that qp is not isomorphic to

bí(2 , C). Our goal is to show that this would imply that /o or /„ , respectively,

would be in the center of V and then to use Theorem 11.2 to get a contradiction.

In the case where (fp, fop , To) = 0 or (fp, fop, Too) = 0, it will follow that
all f±a2p > û G F*, commute with To or Too, respectively. This follows by the

invariance of the three-form under the powers of the element A (equation (4)),

Theorem 7.1, and Theorem 6.3 (3).

In the case where -1 is not a square in ¥q (i.e., when ^ = h is odd or
equivalently when there is only one invariant, alternating three-form), then we

are already done (without reference to Jacobi!) since the set {±a2} exhausts all

of F*. However, we will need to do more work (and definitely require Jacobi)

for the case where -1 is a square in ¥q . Nevertheless, we record what we have

found.

Theorem 11.3. For n2 =¿ 1 and the above notation, if h is odd (i.e., -1 is not

a square in ¥q), then each qp is isomorphic to s((2, C).

For the general case, let us first proceed towards showing that qp cannot be

the Abelian two-dimensional algebra if V satisfies Jacobi (noting that, by the

above theorem, we may assume that -1 is a square in the field). Suppose the

Abelian case were possible (Theorem 11.1).  Then fix some po £ F*  so that

(fpo, f-Po » To) = (Tpo > f-Po - Too) = 0. We define the subspaces:

Definition 11.2. For po fixed in F*, let Fx, Fx, and f) be the following sub-
spaces of V :

Fx =span{/a2/,0|atF;},

Fx = snan{fXa2Po\a£¥*q},

rj = span{To, /oo},

where A was our fixed generator for F*. Observe that V = Fx © fj © F¿ and

that each of the subspaces is invariant under the group elements A and Mx

(see equation (4) and equation (6)).
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Definition 11.3. For r £ F*, define the "root" ar £ b* to be the linear function

defined by the two relations

n?f  x        (fr,f-r,fa)
ar(JU) —        Tr      Y~\

where D £ {0, oo} . Note that by Theorem 7.1 if h £b, then

[h , fr] = ar(h)fr.

Lemma 11.2. For n2 ^ 1, if V is a Lie algebra and qPo is Abelian, then Fx

and b © Fx are both ideals in V with [b © Fx, Fx] = 0 and [b, Fx] = Fx.

Proof. Throughout we may take -1 eF? to be a square so that if fq £ Fx,

then f-q £ Fx where x £ {1, A} . We will make much use of the Jacobi relation

given in Corollary 7.1(3). Combined with Theorem 7.1 and Definition 11.3, it
says that, for r, s £¥* with r + s / 0, either

(19) [/,/] = 0

or

(20) ar + as - ar+s = 0.

For later convenience, let us note that, by using A invariance, one easily checks

/21) aa2r(fo) = 7t(a)~Xar(fo) ,

oia2Afoo) = n(a)ar(f00).

By checking the definitions, the fact that we are in the Abelian case just comes

down to meaning that aaiPo = 0. In particular, aaipo(fa) = 0 where D £

{0, oo} . But since there is no center (Theorem 11.2), neither To nor /» can

commute with everything. This in turn gives us that aXa2Po(fn) ¥" 0 by A

invariance and Definition 11.3.

Using Theorem 7.1 and these facts, let us check the theorem. We already

know that ad(h) will commute with itself, kill Fx , and preserve Fx (in fact To

and /oo will not kill anything in Fx since they preserve the /-basis and must

be non-trivial on each fXaiPa to avoid being in the center). Thus we need only

consider the action of Fx and Fx .

We show first that [Fx ,FX\C-FX. By the Abelian assumption, it is enough

to show that [faiPg, fb2Po] = 0 if a2 + b2 = Xc2 for a, b, a + b £ ¥*. Thus

suppose that a2 + b2 = Xc2. The left-hand side of equation (20) reduces to

akc2p0 • But by our previous remarks, this is not zero. Hence, equation (19)

must hold which gives us that [faipci, fb2Po] = 0 as desired.

Next we show that [Fx, Fx] ç Fx . Suppose that Xa2+b2 = c2 . Then equation

(20) reduces to aXciPa which, we have seen, is nonzero. Thus, as before, we get

[FX,FX]CFX.
At this point, let us make use of the assumption that n(X) is a primitive AAth

root of one (see Restriction 2.1). This assumption will be needed for the follow-

ing three paragraphs and is sufficient for our needs by the previous discussion

and Theorem 6.4. Let us only record that so far (without this assumption) we

have already proved:

(22) [FX,FX]CFX,

(23) [Fk,Fx]CFx.
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Next we show that [Fx, Ff\ ç Fx © b. Suppose that Xa2 + Xb2 = c2. Then
the left-hand side of equation (20) evaluated at /» (To would work equally

well) yields axPa(foo)('tt(à) + n(b)). The first part of this product is nonzero.

The second part will be zero if and only if n(a) = -n(b). If we denote by i

some \f-l in F*, then this situation will occur if and only if a = ±ib (note

that ti(X) is a primitive hth root of unity) so that this will occur if and only

if a2 = -b2. For c ± 0, we must therefore have equation (19) which tells

us that the corresponding bracket is zero. For c = 0, the bracket will lie in

b. Hence [Fx, Fx] will never have a Fx component and we have shown that

[Fx,Fx]CFx®b.
Similarly, we show [Fx, Fx ] ç Fx. Suppose that Xa2 + b2 = Xc2 . In this case,

equation (20) evaluated at (say) Too yields aXp0(foo)(n(a) - n(c)). As before,

this can only be zero if a2 = c2 . But this would tell us that b = 0 which is not

possible. Hence we get [Fx, Fx ] ç Fx .

We complete the picture in the case of 7t(A) primitive by noting that Fx f\Fx =

{0} so that [Fx, Fx] = 0 at last.   D

It will be useful for us to introduce the following notation for a particular

basis for V consisting of eigenvectors for A .

Definition 11.4. Write Ç = e2ni>h . Then for k = 0, I, ... , h-l ,let wx,k and
wXk be as follows.

h h

™. .* = E ç~'kAkfp* = Y,tt~k%w)lf*ip» >
/=i /=i
h h

Wk,k = £r'^%„ = ¿2(Ç-kn(X))lfx^Po.
l=\ I=\

From this, it is clear that wXtk and wxk are distinct eigenvectors for A corre-

sponding to the eigenvalue Çk . If we also note that To and Too are eigenvectors

for A of eigenvalue 7r(A) and n(X)~x , respectively, then it is clear that the set

{wxk, wx k , fo, foo\k = 0, ... , h - 1} is a basis for V consisting of eigen-

vectors of A.

Lemma 11.3. Let m £ I, ... , h - I be such that Çm = n(X). Then for x £
{1, A}, we have:

(1) the To component of Swx j; in the f-basis is 7r(xpo)_1ro,i/A^|fc ,

(2) the foe component of Swx k in the f-basis is hô^^,

(3) Sfo = 7t(po)Yx,o[wx,-m + 7i(X)wx,-m] + f00,

(4) Sfx = l/q[wx,m + wx<m + f0],

where Sr ' denotes 1 if r = 0 mod (h) and 0 otherwise.

Proof. These are all simple calculations that follow from Theorem 3.1, Defini-

tion 11.4, and Lemma 3.1.  We will only work out part (1) since the rest are
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similar or obvious. The To component of Swx k is simply

h h

Etf-^WíTo,^ = J2^m~k)ro,i7t(xX2'po)-x
A=l /=1

h

= 7r(xpo)-1r0,iE£~/(m+/c)

1=1

which gives us the desired result.   D

Lemma 11.4. With the assumptions of Lemma 11.2, there exists ko such that

Swx¡ko= ckowX!_ko for some ckf)¿0.

Proof. Recall the group element 5 from equation (7). First observe that S,

A, and Mu generate L2(q). Since V is an irreducible L2(q) module, then

any proper subspace of V invariant under A and Mu cannot be S invariant.

Thus, SFX must have vectors with nonzero components in b® Fx.

In fact, we claim that SFX must have vectors with nontrivial components in

Fx . If this were not so, then we would have SFX ç Fx © b . But we will see that

this is not possible. First recall the notation m from Lemma 11.3 and consider

the vectors wXt±m in Fx . We will apply S to them.

Since SAS = A~x, S will carry a Çk eigenvector of A into a Ç~k eigen-

vector. Thus, a priori, we may always write:

Stui,-m = awXzfn + bwXtm + cfo,

(24) Swx,m = ewq,-m + fwx,-m + gfoa,

Su>k,m = e'wx,-m+f'wx,-m + g'f00,

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, e', f, g' are certain numbers in C. By Lemma

11.3, we also know c, g, g' explicitly. In particular, none of these are zero.

Using the fact that S2 = Id, we get the following equations by applying equa-

tions (24) twice and using Lemma 11.3 (3) and (4):

(25) 1 =ae + be' + C7i(po)Tx,o,

(26) 0 = a/ + /3/' + c7T(A/A0)ri,o,

(27) 0 = ag + bg' + c.

If we were to assume that SFX ç Fx © b, this implies that b = f = 0 in

equations (24). However, equation (26) then would imply that c = 0, but we

have already computed that this is not so.

Hence, there exists some nonzero Vo £ V such that Svq = vx+h+vx, written

with respect to the decomposition V = Fx © b © Fx , such that vx ̂  0. We have

already seen (say in Lemma 11.2) that ad(Tb) does not kill anything in Fx . On

the other hand, it kills everything in Fx © b . Thus, if we let v0 = [To, ^^o],

then we see that v^ £ Fx and is nonzero. However, since S preserves the

bracket structure and since Fx is an ideal, SFX is also an ideal. Hence v'Q is

also in SFX. Thus we have shown that SFX n Fx is nontrivial.

To finish the proof, it suffices to note that Fx and Fx are A invariant. Since
A~x = Ah~x and SAS = A~x, SFX is also A invariant. Thus SFX n Fx is a

nonzero A invariant space. Therefore it consists of eigenvectors of A and we

are done.   D
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Lemma 11.5. With the notation from Lemma 11.4, either Swx<m or SwXt-m

is contained in Fx®b.

Proof. Let ko be from Lemma 11.4 so that Swx tkf¡ = ckowX:-ko, Co / 0. We
know that [To, wx_ko] ^ 0 so that S applied to it is nonzero. Using Lemma

11.3 (3) and the fact that we are in the Abelian case (so that Lemma 11.2

applies), this gives us that [n(po)Yx ,oi«i, -m , ckLxwxko] / 0. Thus we have

(28) [wx<-m,wl<ko]¿0.

With this done, let us use the notation from equation (24) again and make

heavy use of the Abelian case while we consider the following.

[wx,-m,wx,ko\ = S2[wx>-m,wXM]

= S[bwx,w + cfo,ckowx,_k()]

= [be'wx,-m + c7i(po)YXtoW\,-m,wXM]

= (be' + C7t(po)Yxto)[wx,-m, W\,ko\-

Hence equation (28) implies that be' + cn(po)YXto = 1 • Thus, equation (25)

tells us that ae = 0. Therefore, we have a = 0 or e = 0 which is exactly the

desired result.   □

Theorem 11.4. For n2 ^ 1 and p £¥*, if V is a nontrivial Lie algebra, then

Qp is not Abelian.

Proof. Suppose not. Then we would be in the position of Lemma 11.5. Let

us carry over all of its notation so that we have either SwXm or Swx>-m

contained in Fx © b. In other words, ae = 0. Suppose that e = 0 so SwXm ç

Fx © b . Then we would have:

[Swx<m, /oo] = [fwX,-m , /oo] = f[WX,-m , /„o].

Thus [Swx >m , Z»] is zero if and only if / = 0 since /» does not kill anything

in Fx and wx_m <£_ b. However, by applying S to [Swx,m, /»], we get

[wx,m, (l/q)wx,m] which is equal to 0. Since 5" is invertible, this gives us

that / = 0. In other words, e = 0 implies / = 0. But looking at equation

(24), this translates to saying that SwX7-m = cf0. This would imply, though,

that wx ;_m = c\S7o • But this is a contradiction by Lemma 11.3.

To see that a = 0 also gives a contradiction, repeat the same argument as

above, but this time start out with [Swx, _m , To] • It is easy to see that everything

is similar. Thus we are done.   D

Since we have shown that the Abelian possibility of Theorem 11.1 cannot

occur if V is actually a Lie algebra, this leaves only the possibilities of sl(2, C)

or the Heisenberg. Next, we will show that Jacobi also excludes the Heisenberg

case.

First we need a "nilpotent" argument.

Lemma 11.6. If n2 / 1 and V is a Lie algebra, then for p, q £¥* there exists

n in Z+ such that ad(fp)"fq = 0.

Proof. First, by Theorem 7.1, we observe that ad(ff)nfq ç Cfnp+q . Suppose

ad(fp)fq t¿ 0. Then since Jacobi is satisfied, equation (19) tells us that ap+q =

etp + etq .   If ad(fp)2fq is also nonzero, then ad(fp)fp+q ^ 0.   Hence we get
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otip+q = otp + ap+q = 2ap + aq . In general, suppose ad(fp)"fq ^ 0. Using
induction, we get

(29) anp+q = nap + aq.

Assume that the lemma is false. Since F is a Lie algebra, we have already seen

that each qp must be three-dimensional. In particular, this will give us (see

Definition 11.3 for ap , Theorem 11.1 for the three-dimensional properties, and

Definition 11.1 for dp) that each ap is a nonzero element of b*. However, by

definition of the finite field F?, there are only a finite number of "roots" ar,

r £ ¥*. But equation (29) would imply (by taking arbitrary n £ Z+) that there

were an infinite number of distinct "roots". Hence we have a contradiction.   D

Next, we present the standard "bracket" relations for qp .

Theorem 11.5. In the case where qp is three dimensional, using the notation of

Definition 11.1, suppose that [x, fq] = 0 for some q £ ¥*. Then, if we define

vo = fq and Vj = ^ ad(y)'vo for a e Z+, we have

ad(y)Vj = (i+ l)vi+x,

ad(h)v¡ = (aq(h) - 2idp)v¡,

ad(x)v¡ = (aq(h) + (1 - i)dp)Vi-X,

where aq is given in Definition 11.3. In this case,

iu\ _  Up , f-p , J0)Uq , T-9 , Too) + Up , J-p , Joo)Uq , T-9 , To)

(fq, f-q)(fo, /oo)

Note that, by Lemma 11.6, if [fp , fq] were not equal to zero, we could always

"push" fq up (in a nonzero way) with ad(fp) to some fq> = fnp+q so that

[fp , fq'] = 0-
Proof. This is just the standard sl(2, C) type proof. It follows by induction on

the bracket relations given in Theorem 11.1 and Definitions 11.1 and 11.3. We
omit the details.   □

We are now in a position to exclude the Heisenberg case.

Lemma 11.7. Let n2 ^ 1 and let V be a Lie algebra. Then qp is not a Heisen-
berg algebra.

Proof. Assume qp is a Heisenberg algebra. Then pick any q' £ F*. By Lemma

11.6, let q = np + q' be such that ad(fp)nfql ± 0 but [fp, fq] = 0. We are
now in a position to use Theorem 11.5 so we will adopt the theorem's notation.

Since Qp is a Heisenberg, we know that either (fp, fop , ff) (call this case I) or
(fp > f-p, Too) (call this case II) is equal to zero, but not both. In either case,
we have dp = 0. Hence, we have the relations

[f-p, «ij- (i+ l)vi+x,

(30) [h,Vi] = aq(h)v,,

[fp, Vi\ = aq(h)Vi-X,

where vq = fq and v¡ = (l/il)ad(f-p)'vo. However, Lemma 11.6 tells us that,

for large a, v¡ is zero. Using an i suchthat v¡ = 0 but v¡-X f 0, equation (30)
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tells us that we must have aq(h) = 0. Hence fp kills each v¡. In particular,

looking at the beginning of the proof, we must have q' = q. Thus we have

otqfh) = 0. However, looking at Theorem 11.5 for an explicit form of aq>(h),

we must have (fq>, foqt, To) = 0 in case I or (fq<, foq,, /») = 0 in case II.
However, q' was arbitrary. Thus, case I implies that To is in the center while

case II implies that Too is in the center. Either possibility contradicts Theorem

11.2. This finishes the proof.   D

Concluding this section, we state the main result:

Theorem 11.6. Assume that n2 # 1. Suppose there exists a nonzero L2(q)

invariant alternating three-form that makes V into a Lie algebra. Then each

Qp, p £¥*, is isomorphic to s((2, C).

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of the previous theorem and earlier dis-

cussion.   D

12. The roots

In this section and the next, we will be able to show that the only time V can

be made into a nontrivial Lie algebra is in the cases of A2, B2, and G2. To do

this, we will exploit certain "integrality" conditions that will follow from Jacobi.

To some degree, the basic reason that only q = 5, 7, 9, 13 are allowable stems

from the fact that

2cos(2ni/h)

is only an integer for h = 2, 3, 4, 6 (Theorem 12.2, equation (36)).

It will fall out of previous work that the set of {ap} forms a root system. To

start, let us make use of Theorem 11.6 and Theorem 11.1 to redefine the basal

elements in qp of Definition 11.1.

Definition 12.1. For V a nontrivial Lie algebra, n2 ^ 1, and p £¥*, normalize

a basis for qp as follows:

xP — fp,    yP — -fJ-p ,
Up

— If     f   1 =     ^ p '      p       fCi  I       ^ p '      p'
àp (fp, f-p, To)        (fp, f-p, foo) '

Note that this is isomorphic to the standard e, f, h basis of sl(2, C) given

by
(o  i\      70 o\      A    o\
Vo o) '   \i  o) '   \o -i)-

Let us note for future reference the value of a "root" on our new hp . From

the above definition and Definition 11.3, we see

/in cu \ — Up ' 7-p) / Ug , J-q, To)  , (T9 > T-9, Jq°)
(Ji) aq(np) — Tf     7   7 I 77     7        f_\ + 77     7        T-T

(Jp , J—p , Joo) /

for p, q £ ¥*. Now we prove the first integrality condition.
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Theorem 12.1. Let V be a nontrivial Lie algebra and let p, q £ ¥*. Write

r, s £ Z as the largest integers satisfying ad(fp)sfq ^ 0 and ad(f-p)rfq ^ 0.

77ie"AA

<xq(hp) = -(s - r).

In particular, aq(hp) is always an integer.

Proof. Since qp is just sl(2, C) and we have renormalized hp so that it is the

standard " h ", this is simply a well-known fact that follows easily by the bracket

relations and finiteness of r and s (see [8]). One way to see this is the following.

Using vo = fq+sp and the fact that vs+r+x = 0 but vs+r jt 0 in Theorem 11.5

(with dp = 1), we get 0 = ad(f-p)vs+r+x = [aq+sp(hp) + (1 - (s + r + l))]vs+r so

that we must have 0 = aq+sp(hp)-s-r = aq(hp) - sap(hp) - s - r = aq(hp)+s-r

which gives us our result.   D

Since our ¿2(4) invariant two-form ( , ) is nondegenerate when restricted

to b , it is a simple matter to transfer all the structure we have on b to b*. Using

the results on the "roots" {ap} and the above integrality condition, it is not too

hard to check (Theorem 13.1) that the set of ap is indeed an honest (reduced)

root system [8] when F is a Lie algebra. Hence by the dimension of b, we

would get as a corollary that the root system so obtained must be isomorphic

to one of the following root systems: Ax+ Ax, A2, B2,G2, or BC2. Then as

a corollary of this, one gets limits on the values of q .

While this line of attack is possible and will be followed up in the next

section, most of the time we do not really need to rely on the classification of

root systems. Instead, the Jacobi identity forces us into the situation where

each Qp is a sl(2, C). As it turns out, this alone will usually give us that q

must be equal to 5, 7, 9, or 13. However, when q = 5, then 7c2 = 1 so V is

never irreducible. Thus, we will get that only # = 7,9,13 is possible. (It is

easily seen that, for q = 5, V will split into two copies of sl(2, C) as we have

already remarked at the end of Section 10.)

Theorem 12.2. Assume that n2^ ^ 1  and that Vnm  is a nontrivial Lie algebra

with 7im(X) a primitive hth root of unity, i.e., (m, h) = 1. Then q = 1,9, or

13.

Proof. Let p, q £ F*.   Using equation (31), the fact that dr ^ 0, and the
invariance of the two- and three-forms with respect to A  (see Theorem 5.1

and Theorem 6.3), let us calculate (by factoring out the  (/, fox, To)  and
(fk, f-k, To) part in each and cancelling where appropriate):

(32) aq2(hp2) = n(q/p)2(7t(p/q) + n(p/q)3) = n(q/p) + n(p/q),

(33) aXqi(hXpi) = 7i(q/p) + n(p/q),

(34) cv(V) = *(1/A) (n(qlp)Yf ' {"' ' f°| + *(P/g)(Z' ' {"' ' j\) ',
\ Uk, J-k, Too) (fk, f-k, To) 7

(35) av(V) - «(A) {n(qlp)Y},ffX,fT\ + n(p/q)if^ f~^ j\) .
\ (Ti,T-i,Too) (Ti,T-i,To)7

We will only need the first equation for this proof, but we listed the others as

they will be useful later. Let r = q/p . Then as q and p vary, r will vary over

all of F*. Thus Theorem 12.1 and equation (32) imply that the expression
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is always an integer for all r £ F*. However, since n(X) is a primitive hth root

of unity, this is the same as saying that

2cos(2ni/h)

is an integer. It is trivial to check that this implies that h = 2, 3, 4, or 6. In
turn, this gives us that q = 5, 1, 9, or 13. However, as we have already noted,

if q = 5 , then n2 = 1 . Hence we must have q = 7, 9, or 13 as desired.   D

13. Structure of the roots

We note that the condition of equation (36) being an integer is precisely the

relation needed when one considers the problem of tiling the plane. And in fact

it is clear that the h values 3, 4, 6 are precisely the only values for which the

tiling may be done: for the triangle, the square, and the hexagon. Another way
of saying this is that the only dihedral groups that preserve a lattice in the plane

are D?,, D4, D0.

Next let us examine the "roots". It will show that only # = 7,9,13 are

allowable under Restriction 2.1. To do this we will first extract roots and so will

need to transfer the nondegenerate 2-form ( , )| (, to b*. For any p £ b*, let

up £ b be the unique element satisfying p(h) = (uß, h) for all h £ b. With

this, we define a nondegenerate symmetric L2(q) invariant 2-form on b* by

letting

(p, v) = (uu, uv)

for all p, v £ b*. In particular, for each p £ F*, uap is the unique element of

b such that ap(h) = (uap, h) for all h £ b . Using the definition of the bracket

structure and Definition 11.3, we note that ap(fof) = (fp, fop, fa)/(fp, f-P) =

([fp, f-p], fu)/(fp, f-p). This gives us
r  /■ f       I

_ Up , J-pl

U«>-(fp,fopf
Moreover, if we define

hap = 2uap/(ap, ap),

it is also easy to check that these "coroots" satisfy the relation hap = hp from

Definition 12.1.
Let us use the standard notation

(u\u) = 2(p, v)/(v , v).

Thus if we write oß for the reflection across the hyperplane perpendicular to

p, we have the usual formula:

Op.(v) = v -(p\v)p.

We will need one more relation. Namely,

(37) (ap\aq) = (hq\hp) = ap(hq).

Since this is the standard phenomenon and since the above is simply a matter

of checking the definitions, we leave it to the reader. With this notation, we are

now ready to consider root systems.
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Theorem 13.1. For n2 ^ 1 and V a nontrivial Lie algebra, the set of ap,

p £ ¥*, forms a rank two (reduced) root system of order q - 1 within their real
span.

Proof. First, let us check that the real span of the ap really is only two dimen-

sional (over R). To do this, we claim that, for q e F*, the following identity

holds:

(38) otq = [2atq(hx) - aq(hf)ax(hx)]ax + [2aq(hx) - aq(hx)ax(hf)]ax.

To check this equality, merely evaluate both sides at To , □ e {0, oo} , using

Definition 11.3 and equation (31). Since it is an easy calculation, we omit the

details. However, Theorem 12.1 tells us that we have actually expressed any aq

as an integral linear combination of ax and ax. In particular, since Z ç R,

the real span of the roots is no more than two dimensional. We will show below

that ax is not a multiple of ax which will give us that the real span is exactly

two dimensional as desired.

Let us show that all the roots are distinct and that the only multiples of roots

that are still roots are ±1. This is just the standard argument. First note that

by the alternating nature of the three-form, we have:

(39) -ap = a-p.

Fix a = aq . By Theorem 11.6, we know that qq is isomorphic to s 1(2, C).

For each c £ R, let Lc be the real span of all vectors fp, p £ F*, such that

ap = ca. Then put ¿ = 0C Lc. Thus by the Jacobi identity (see equation

(20)), V' = L®bçVisa finite dimensional representation of Qq, i.e., of

sl(2, C), under ad. Since we have ad(AA?)| Lc = (2c)Id, we must have c £ ¿Z

by elementary sl(2, C) theory. Also since Qq + bCV' is an invariant subspace

of the representation that contains all occurrences of the 0-weight for ad(hf),

we see that 0 and ±2 exhaust the even roots in V . In particular, twice a root

is not a root. Then we also have half a root is not allowable either since a is a

root. In particular, 1 is not a weight. Thus sl(2, C) tells us that only c = ±1

yield nonzero Lc and that V = Lx © b © ¿_i = Qq + b. Since each fp is

distinct, we have shown that each aq is distinct and that the only multiples of

otq that are roots are ±aq .

Next, let a and ß be two roots. Then if ß-ra, ... , ß+sa is the maximal a

root string through ß , then Theorem 12.1 has already told us that a(hß) = r-s.

With this, one can easily check that oa(ß) is still a root.

Finally, we have already shown that (ap\aq) £ Z by equation (37) and

Theorem 12.1. This finishes the proof.   D

We also prove:

Theorem 13.2. For n2 ^ 1 and V a nontrivial Lie algebra, V is semisimple of

rank 2.

Proof. Since n2 ^ I, V is irreducible. Since [ , ] is ¿2(<7) invariant, the first

derived algebra of V, [V, V], is invariant and thus either 0 or V . But since

there is no center, [V, V] = V. In particular, V is not solvable. But since

the Killing form (being constructed out of invariant things) is L2(q) invariant,

it must be a multiple of our two-form. In fact, it must be a nonzero multiple

by Cartan's criterion. Hence, since the two-form is nondegenerate, the Killing
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form is nondegenerate. Thus V must be semisimple. The rest follows basically

from Theorem 13.1. Another way to see it follows.
We claim that h is a maximal Abelian semisimple subalgebra of V . If not,

then by A invariance and the fact that the /-basis diagonalizes ad(Tb) and

ad(/oo), b would commute with all of Fx or Fx (see Definition 11.2). But we

have already seen that this is not possible. Hence we are done since b is two

dimensional.   □

Corollary 13.1. Assume that n2, ^ 1 and that V„m is a nontrivial Lie algebra

with m subject to Restriction 2.1. Then q = 1,9, or 13 and m is an exponent

of A2, B2, or G2, respectively.

Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 13.2. Since V has dimension q + 1

and must be rank two, q + 1 must be either 6, 8, 10, or 14. Since we have

already seen that 5 is not allowable owing to irreducibility, we have q equal to

7, 9, or 13. The exponent statement is obvious for q = 1, 9 since the exponents

are the only possibilities anyway. For #=13, simply apply Theorem 2.1 and

Theorem 6.4 (1).   D

Corollary 13.2. For n2 ^ 1 and V a Lie algebra, the root system obtained from

the set of ap must be isomorphic to A2, B2, and G2, for # = 7,9, and 13,
respectively.

Proof. Corollary 13.1 has already told us that the only allowable # are 7, 9, and

13. Now by using Theorem 13.2 and Theorem 13.1 and noting that in each case

we must have 6, 8, and 12 roots (since |F*| = # - 1), respectively, it is trivial

to check that the above listed root systems are the only rank two possibilities

with the correct number of roots. Note: had we not insisted on 7r2 ̂  1, then

D2 = Ax + Ax would have been the corresponding root system for # = 5 .   D

Let us look at each of these cases, # = 7, 9, 13, to see how the roots are

situated.
F7 : As we have seen, the root system must be A2. Fix A = -2 as a

generator for F}. Using the fact that -1 = A3 and equations (32), we calculate

that ax(hx) = -a-X(hf) = -n(X) - n(X)~x . Since 7r(A) is a primitive third root

of unity, this tells us that ax(hf) = 1. Similarly, we calculate that ax(hxs) =

-a-X(hx¡) = 1. In other words, between ax and ax and between ax and aXs

there is a 60° angle. Thus, up to isomorphism, the root system in this case must

be as in Figure 1 or Figure 2 (this also can be seen using the additive structure

of the roots). Note that the roots go around in order of powers of A and that

the element A (multiplication by A2) acts as the Coxeter element, rotation by

120°.
Also, using equation (34), Theorem 12.1, and our explicit determination of

the roots above, it is now easy to calculate that in either case

(/l , /-l , TO)   _      , (/l , /-l , Too)   _      „(1)2

(fk, f-k, ff) (fk, f-k, foe)

by solving two linear equations in two unknowns, e.g., aX2(hx) = 1 and aX4(hxf

= 1. In principle, these numbers and ¿2(7) invariance (up to normalization)
determine the three-form which in turn determines the bracket structure.
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CK\3 ~4-X-*■    aA°

Figure 1. # = 7, possibility 1

aA3 -,-V-*.  qAo

aA2 a Xi

Figure 2. # = 7, possibility 2

Moreover, using the notation of [6] and looking at a few character values

[16], one may say that the representation xi is associated to Figure 1 and Xi
to Figure 2 in the standard representations.

F9 : Here we know that the root system must be B2 . First of all, one may

check using the definitions and invariance that

, ,m , . _ 2dc2g_ 2dg

[    j ^ ' ac2q) " ^2#)2(/o,/oo) ~ n(q)2(fo, /oo)'

In other words, all roots of the form aciq have the same length (this can also

be seen by A invariance). Fix a generator A of F, with the property that

A2 = 1 + A and 1 + A2 = A7 (such a generator exists). Then using that the roots

must add according to the field (if their sum is another root, then ap + aq =

ap+q, P, Q, P + Q £ F9) and that all aqi have the same length, we see that only

two possibilities can happen. If ax is a short root, then we must have the root

system isomorphic to the one in Figure 3. If ax is a long root, then we must

have the root system isomorphic to Figure 4. In either case we may calculate

(as above for # = 7) that in the second case we have

(/l'/-1'/0)=-l-71(A),

(fk, f-k, To)

(/l , f-\ , /oo) =  1 - 71(A)
(fk, f-k, /oo)
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a xi aX2 aX7

a\*-

aX3 qA6 aXb

Figure 3. # = 9 with ax short

aA2

«A5-»

QA3 aAo

*~a\i

QA4 QA7 ÛA6

Figure 4. # = 9 with ai long

and in the first case

(/i, /-i, To)
(fk , f-k, fo)

(f\ , /-l , /oo)

(fk, f-k, foc)

= (1-ti(A))-1,

= (-l-^(A))-'.

Moreover, using the notation of [6] and looking at a few character values

[16], one may say that the representation xi is associated to Figure 3 and Xi

to Figure 4.
Fi3 : Here we know that the root system must be G2 and aaa an exponent

of G2. Again by equation (40) or A invariance, we know that all roots aciq

have the same length. Fix a generator A = 2. On the roots of the same length,

use a similar argument as with the A2 above. Combining this with the addition

being indexed by the field, it is trivial to check that again only two possibilities

occur. If ai happens to be a short root, the roots must be as in Figure 5. If ax

is a long root, then it must be as in Figure 6.

As before, we can calculate that in the first case

(/i, f-\, fo)
(fk, f-k, To)

(/l , /-l , /oo)

(fk , f-k , foe)

and in the second case we get

= -3tz(A)/(1 + 71(A)),

= -37T(A)2/(l+7Z(A)),
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QAn

<*A>

aA3

aAs

Figure 5. # = 13 with ai short

aA4

aA6

aA9

Figure 6. # = 13 with ai long

(/i, /-i, To)
(fk, f-k, To)

(/l , /-l , /oo)

(fk, f-k, Too)

■l/(-l + 7i(A)-2)

l/(-l +71(A)-2).

Moreover, using the notation of [6] and looking at a few character values

[16], one may say that the representation xi is associated to Figure 5 and X3
to Figure 6.

Note 13.1. As a final observation, we note that the appearance of two possi-

bilities for the root configuration in the above examples is due to our choice

of labeling Mx and Mx in ¿2(#) or in our choice of VKm and VKm . In a

sense, they can be interchanged. For more details, see the discussion following
Theorem 10.1 and Theorems 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3 in [16].
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Glossary of Notation

Up

e„

¿"oo

fu
fco
h

m

q
u

W\,k

Wk,k

Xp

yP

A
C(W)

Fx
Fk

L2(q)

M

Mx
N

Nx

PSL(2,q)
PGL(2,q)
S
V

4005
3986
3986
3987
3987
3985
4005, 4012
4014
3985
3985
4014
4008
4008
4005, 4012
4005, 4012
3986
4000
4006

4006

3985
3986
3986
3986
3986
3985
3988
3986
3985

3985

ap

Si,j
e
i
X
71

Ttm

Op

X

s/

Qp
h

¥*q

(V*q)2

FX(¥q)

)

I)
x\

y/x

4007, 4012
3990
4000
4000
3985
3985
3985
4014
3987
3987
4000
3985
3985
3985
4005
4006
3985
3985

3996

3985
3989
3992
3992
3996
3999
3997
4014
3995

3992
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